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1 Introdution1.1 The Problem and Previous ResearhConsider a network of proessors modeled by an n-vertex graph G = (V;E). The input alsoontains a subset T � V of k nodes alled terminals. Assume that the ommuniation in thenetwork is synhronous, i.e., ours in disrete \rounds", and in every round every proessor isallowed to pik one of its neighbors, and to send him a message. The telephone k-multiast problemrequires to ompute a shedule with minimal number of rounds that delivers a message from agiven single proessor s, that generates the message, to all the proessors of T . The proessors ofV n T may be left uninformed. The ase T = V is alled the broadast problem.The telephone multiast and broadast are basi primitives in distributed omputing andomputer ommuniation theory, and are used as building bloks for various more ompliatedtasks in these areas (see, e.g., [HHL88℄). The optimization variants of the multiast and broadastprimitives were intensively studied during the last deade. Partiularly, a long list of graduallyimproving approximation algorithms were devised for the undireted multiast problem [KP95,R94, BGN+98, EK03℄.Devising an approximation algorithm for the direted multiast problem is an open questionposed by Ravi in his paper [R94℄. Reently the authors of the urrent paper devised a logarithmi(O(logn)) approximation algorithm for the direted broadast problem. However, until now noapproximation algorithm that provides a non-trivial (that is, o(k)) approximation guarantee forthe more general direted multiast problem was known.1.2 Our ResultsIn this paper we devise an approximation algorithm for the direted multiast problem that givenan instane that admits a shedule of length b� returns an admissible shedule of length O(b� �log k+pk). (See Setion 1.5 for the formal de�nition of the notion admissible shedule.) In otherwords, our algorithm has a multipliative approximation guarantee of O(logk), and an additiveapproximation guarantee of O(pk). Suh an approximation guarantee will be heneforth termedas (O(log k); O(pk)) approximation guarantee, with O-notations omitted for onveniene.Note that for the speial ase of b� = 
(pk) (for example, graphs with high diameter) theratio is O(log k). It is easy to show that for k = 
(n�) with � > 0 a (possibly small) onstant,and b� = 
(pk), the ahieved ratio (that is, O(log k)) is the best possible up to a onstantfator, unless P = NP . The running time of our algorithm is ~O(jEjjV j) (the notation ~O ignorespolylogarithmi fators).1.3 Additional ResultsThe postal model: In the more general postal model (introdued in [BGN+98℄) eah vertexv has a delay number 0 � �(v) � 1. The vertex sending a message is \busy" at the �rst �time units starting from the initial sending time. After � time units, v is free to send anothermessage. In addition, every edge e has a delay number `e representing the time required to sendthe message over e. It is argued in [BGN+98℄ that this more general model is of a partiular1



pratial importane. We extend our algorithm and its analysis to this more general problem, andshow that this problem admits the same approximation ratio.The poise problem:For an undireted rooted tree T , let h(T ) denote its depth (the maximum unweighted distanebetween a vertex and the root), and maxdeg(T ) denote its maximum degree. The poise of T ,denoted poise(T ), is the sum of its depth and its maximum degree. For an undireted graphG = (V;E), its poise is the minimum poise of a spanning tree T of G. A Steiner poise of thegraph G with respet to a subset T � V of verties is the minimum poise of a spanning treeT � E that spans T .The notion of poise was introdued by Ravi [R94℄. It was shown there that the problems ofomputing the poise and the Steiner poise of a graph (heneforth, the poise and Steiner poiseproblems) are losely related to the telephone broadast and multiast problems, respetively.Ravi has also devised an O( log2 klog log k)-approximation algorithm for the Steiner poise problem, whihwas onsequently improved to O(log k) by Bar-Noy et al. [BGN+98℄, and further improved by theauthors to O( log klog log k) in [EK03℄.In our opinion, when studying the direted broadast and multiast problems, it is natural tostudy the direted poise and the direted Steiner poise problems as well. Formally, let T be an(out-)arboresene with vertex set V , that is, a direted ayli graph, onneted in the undiretedsense, and suh that there exists a (unique) vertex v suh that for every other vertex w 2 V nfvgthere exists a (unique) path P in T from v to w. The depth of T is the maximum distanemaxfdist(v; w; T ) j w 2 V nfvgg from this speial vertex v (alled the root of the arboresene)to some other vertex. The poise of T is the sum of its depth and maximum out-degree. For adigraph G, the poise of G is the minimum poise of a spanning out-arboresene T of G. For adigraph G = (V;E) and a subset T � V of terminals, the Steiner poise of G with respet to T isthe minimum poise of an out-arboresene T � E that spans the set T .A logarithmi approximation algorithm for the direted poise problem was devised by theauthors in [EK02℄, but no algorithm that provides a non-trivial approximation guarantee forthe direted Steiner poise problem was known prior to this paper. In this paper we devise analgorithm that given a digraph G = (V;E) and a subset T � V of verties for whih there existsa spanning out-arboresene T of depth h� and maximum out-degree d�, onstruts a spanningout-arboresene of depth O(h�) and maximum out-degree O(log k � d� +pk). Consequently, thisalgorithm provides a (log k;pk)-approximation for the direted Steiner poise problem.Related work: Furer and Raghavahari [FR90℄ devised an O(logn)-approximation algorithm forthe problem of onstruting a spanning Steiner tree of minimum out-degree for a direted graph,and Krishnan and Raghavahari [KR01℄ devised an additive O(logn)-approximation algorithm forthe same problem; the latter algorithm has, however, a super-polynomial running time of nO(log n).The minimum outdegree Steiner tree problem: The paper of Furer and Raghavaharidoes not provide a result for the ase of a Steiner (as opposed to spanning) tree. It follows thateven under a weaker approximation goal, namely designing a Steiner arboresene minimizing themaximum outdegree (with no bounds on the height) no approximation was known previous to theresult presented here. 2



1.4 Overview of the AlgorithmLet s be the root that multiasts the message. The multiast shedule that we de�ne an be roughlydivided into two parts. In the �rst part of the shedule, the goal is to onstrut a partition of thevertex set V into two disjoint subsets I and U . The partition has to satisfy ertain properties.The set of verties that got the message will be referred to as informed verties. Throughout,U will ontain only uninformed verties. While I may ontain at some stages of the algorithmuninformed verties, it should be possible to multiast to I from s \with relatively few rounds".This is the intuition behind the hosen letter I (I for informed).Let UT = U \ T . The seond required property is that no U vertex is allowed to have in itsviinity \many" uninformed terminals (verties of the set UT ). These viinities are de�ned withrespet to the graph G(U) indued by the vertex set U . These properties will be aptured formallyby the notion of pk degree-depth partition, that will be de�ned later on. In Setion 2 we desribethe algorithm for onstruting the partition with the desired properties. The onstrution is doneby a greedy partitioning tehnique that uses minimum distane arboresenes.The seond stage informs UT after I is informed. We now explain how to omplete themultiast under the assumption that the I verties are informed. This stage is also partitionedinto two steps. In the �rst step, the shedule informs a subset D � U of verties, that satis�esthe ondition that every vertex u 2 UT nD has a nearby vertex w(u) 2 D. In order to inform Dwe redue this task to a ertain generalization of the set-over problem, that we all multiple set-over problem. After D is informed we use a olletion of shortest path arboresenes with rootsbelonging to D to omplete the broadast proess informing UT . In the analysis, the propertiesof pk degree-depth partitions are used.1.5 PreliminariesThe input of the direted multiast problem onsists of a direted graph G(V;E), a soure vertexs and a olletion T � V of terminals. Note that s 62 T , namely, s is not a terminal. Throughoutthe exeution of the broadast protool, eah vertex v 2 V either is informed or uninformed.The vertex set is always disjointedly partitioned into V = I [ U so that all the U verties areuninformed. We denote UT = U \T . At the beginning of the the exeution I = fsg, U  V nfsgand UT  T .A round is a direted mathing of a subset X � I to a subset Y � U . Thus, the mathing edgesare direted from X to Y . After the round, the verties of Y beome informed, and I  I [ Y ,U  U n Y , UT  UT n Y . A shedule is a sequene of rounds. The length of a shedule is thenumber of rounds it ontains. A shedule that informs all the terminals of T is alled admissible.The objetive of the problem is to onstrut an admissible shedule of minimum length.Throughout the paper we denote jT j = k, and the optimum value for the instane at hand isdenoted by b�. As the number of informed verties an at most double at every round, b� � dlog2 ke.In addition, sine at every round we an inform at least one additional vertex, we may assumethat b� � n � 1. We assume that the value of b� is known and an be used by the algorithm.Indeed, the orret value of b� an be found by repeated doubling starting from minimum possiblevalue of dlog2 ke.Given a subgraph G0, the distane (minimum number of edges in a shortest path) between uand v is denoted by dist(u; v; G0). Given an arboresene T , its depth (the largest distane from3



a root to a leaf) is denoted by h(T ). The set of neighbors of u (verties at distane 1 from u) isdenoted by N(u).The graph indued by a set of nodes U is denoted by G(U).We denote by deg(v) the out-degree of a vertex v. (The notation deg(v) is used, and not, say,degout(v) as we are mainly interested in the out-degree of verties in this paper). The out-degreeof v in a subgraph G0 is denoted by deg(v;G0).For a vertex v and positive integer ` = 1; 2; : : :, the `-out-neighborhood in G is the vertex setfu j dist(v; u;G) � `g.A leaf in a rooted arboresene is a vertex that has no hildren.An (r; t) approximation algorithm for a minimization problem P is an algorithm that given aninstane � of P returns a solution of value at most r � opt(�) + t, where opt(�) is the value of theoptimal solution of the problem P on the instane �.The busy shedule proedure: One of the tools that are used in our multiast proedureis the well known busy shedule. The busy shedules onstitute a lass of shedules. In a busyshedule, an informed node u onsiders its set of neighbors. If there exists an uninformed neighborof u, then u hooses an arbitrary uninformed neighbor and sends it the message. Suh a sheduleis also alled non lazy (this terminology is due to [BGN+98℄).Thus, the busy shedule is the simple greedy strategy that essentially makes sure that wheneverpossible no informed vertex is \idle". Our future laims hold for any shedule that uses some busyshedule.Finally, we use the following lemma. A very similar lemma is proven in [EK02℄, and the proofhere is provided for ompleteness.Lemma 1.1 [EK02℄ Let Q be an arboresene rooted at s with leaf set L and depth h. Assumethat s knows the message. Then the busy shedule is a multiast sheme to all the verties in Qwith no more than h+ jLj rounds.Proof: Let ` be a leaf, v be the losest to ` informed anestor of `, and u be the next vertex onthe path from v to `. We divide all the rounds into two types. Either v sends the message to u, inwhih ase the round is alled a round of type one (thus, a round of type one brings the messageone edge loser to `), or v an send the message to a sibling w of u, in whih ase we say that thisis a round of type two for `. Let B be the olletion of verties having at least 2 hildren in T .There are at most h rounds of type one. The number of possible rounds of type two is at mostPv2B(T )(deg(v)� 1) � jLj. The laim follows.Throughout the paper, logn stands for log2 n.2 Construting the partition and informing the verties ofI2.1 Computing a pk partitionWe start with the de�nition of the pk degree-depth partition. Reall that it is assume that b� isthe minimum number of rounds for the multiast on the input at hand, and is given as a parameterto the algorithm. 4



De�nition 2.1 A pk degree-depth partition (heneforth, pk partition) is a partition of V intotwo disjoint and nonempty sets V = I [ U , I \ U = ;, U 6= ;, s 2 I, suh that in G(U) theb��neighborhood of any node ontains at most pk terminals in U \ T = UT .Intuition: To understand why a pk partition is useful, assume that we are given a pk partition,the I verties are all informed and that the remaining goal is to inform UT .In Setion 3.2 it will be shown that a subset D of U that has the property that eah terminalu 2 UT has a nearby vertex v 2 D an be quikly informed (the distane is measured in G(U)).Then, we de�ne a olletion of arboresenes in G(U) and use it to send the message tothe uninformed terminals of UT via this olletion. For eah vertex u 2 D, let Tu denote thearboresene rooted in u. The sets of leaves of eah multiast arboresene Tu are ontained inthe set UT nD. The pk partition properties are used to guarantee that the trees Tu are relativelyshallow, and that eah of them has at most pk leaves.Proedure Comp� Par: The following proedure starts with U = V n fsg and I = fsg, andmoves verties from U to I until it reahes a pk degree-depth partition (U; I).We say that u 2 U is a pk-bad vertex if its b�-out-neighborhood in G(U) ontains more thanpk terminals.Input: A graph G = (V;E), a set T of terminals, and a soure s 2 V .Output: A pk partition (I; U) of V , a set Roots, a olletion of trees fTug, Tu rooted atu 2 Roots.1. I  fsg; U  V n fsg;2. Roots ;; /* The roots are later used to inform the new verties of I. */3. While G(U) ontains a pk�bad vertex u Do:(a) Let Cl(u) be the bpk uninformed terminals losest to u, in G(U).(b) Let Tu be the shortest path arboresene leading from u to Cl(u) in G(U).() I  I [ V (Tu); U  U n V (Tu); Roots Roots [ fug.4. Output (I; U; Roots)Properties of the algorithm: The following laim is derived diretly from the algorithm.Claim 2.2 The pair (I; U) output by Proedure Comp� Par is a pk partition.Proof: Follows as the loop in Line 3 stops only if there are no pk�bad verties.Claim 2.3 Suppose that k � 4. Then the set Roots has ardinality jRootsj � pk + 2.Proof: Every time a root u is added to Roots in Line 3 at least pk � 1 verties (the leaves ofTu) are removed from UT . As the initial size of U is jT j = k, the laim follows for k � 4.5



Claim 2.4 It is possible to use 2b� + 2pk + 2 rounds or less in order to inform I. Further, thepartition (I; U) is a pk degree-depth partition.Proof: We may assume that eah vertex in V n fsg has distane at most b� from s, as verties oflarger distane from s annot be used in an optimum shedule and may be disarded.First, form a shortest path arboresene leading from s to Roots. It follows from Claim 2.3and the above disussion that suh an arboresene has depth at most b�, and at most pk + 2leaves. By Lemma 1.1, the busy shedule informs Roots in b� +pk + 2 rounds.One all the verties of the set Roots are informed, we an use the olletion of arboresenesfTug as de�ned in Line 3b in Proedure Comp � Par. Eah vertex u has a arboresene Tuassoiated with it, having exatly bpk leaves, and eah leaf is a terminal. Observe that thearboresenes are vertex-disjoint. This follows as in Line 3 of Proedure Comp�Par the vertiesof Tu are removed from U and so the next arboresene Tw is omputed over a subgraph G(U)not ontaining V (Tu).It follows that all the verties in Roots an broadast over Tu in parallel. By Lemma 1.1, thisbroadast requires b� + pk rounds. In total, the number of rounds is at most 2b� + 2pk + 2.Moreover, by Claim 2.2 the urrent set I of informed verties output by the algorithm indues apk degree-depth partition.3 From a pk degree-depth partition to a omplete shed-ule3.1 An algorithmi tool: the multiple set-over problemConsider the following problem that we all the multiple set-over problem. Let G(V1; V2; E) be abipartite graph. A set S � V1 is alled a set-over of V2 if N(S;G) = V2, namely, every v2 2 V2has at least one neighbor in S. The minimum set-over problem is to �nd a set-over S � V1 ofV2 with minimum ardinality.The multiple set-over problem is de�ned as follows.Input: A bipartite graph G(V1; V2; E) with jV1j+jV2j = n. The set V1 is partitioned into a disjointunion of sets V1 = Sdj=1Aj.Output: A set over S � V1 of V2.De�nition 3.1 For a over S, let the value of S be val(S) = maxfjS \ Aijgdi=1.Optimization goal: Minimize val(S).Observe that the usual set-over problem is a speial ase of the multiple set-over problemwith d = 1. This problem is alled the set-over problem with groups onstraints in [CK04℄.The maximization version of this problem is de�ned as follows. Given the same input, andardinality bounds ki for eah Ai, selet at most ki sets from every Ai, and maximize the numberof elements overed. This maximization version was studied by Chekuri and Kumar [CK04℄, andthey alled it the \maximum overage with group budgets onstraints" (MCG) problem. Theydevised a 2-approximation algorithm for MCG.The �rst approximation ratio for the multiple set-over problem was proved by us using ran-domized rounding in the preliminary version of this paper [EK03p℄, and it was O(log(jV1j+ jV2j).6



In [CK04℄, this bound was improved to log jV2j+1 using the 2-approximation algorithm for MCGas follows. Guess (searh for) the optimum ost v� for the multiple set-over instane at hand.Create an instane of the maximum overage with group budgets onstraints problem by impos-ing a uniform budget bound v� on every Ai. Clearly, there is a feasible solution for the resultingmaximum overage with group onstrains problem, that overs all the elements. Sine [CK04℄provide a 2-approximation algorithm for MCG, the solution derived by their algorithm overs atleast half of the elements.Run the algorithm for MCG until all elements are overed. Sine eah time the solution hoosesO(v�) sets per Ai, the desired (log jV2j + 1)-approximation for the multiple set-over problemfollows.Theorem 3.2 [CK04℄ The multiple set-over problem admits a polynomial time greedy (log jV2j+1)-approximation algorithm.Next, we show how to redue a speial ase of the direted multiast problem to the multipleset-over problem.3.2 Informing a distane�b� dominating set DA dominating set D in a direted graph G is a set D so that D [ N(D) = V . A distane�b�dominating set in G is a set D that satis�es that for every v 2 V there is a vertex u 2 D suhthat dist(u; v) � b�. Finally, D is a distane�b� dominating set with respet to a subset W if theabove ondition holds for every vertex in W (that is, the verties of W are on distane at most b�from D, but the verties from V nW may be at a larger distane from D).Let I; U be a disjoint partition of V suh that the soure s belongs to the set I. Suppose thatall the verties of the set I are already informed. It remains, therefore, to inform the verties ofUT . We relax this problem as follows. Let PI;U be the problem of informing some distane�b�dominating set D of UT using minimum number of rounds.We now desribe a proedure Dist Dom that uses the solution for the multiple set-overproblem to approximate the PI;U problem.Proedure Dist Dom: Consider the following bipartite graph BI;U(V1;V2; E). LetV1 = fx(v;u) j v 2 I; u 2 U; (v; u) 2 Eg :Intuitively, the set V1 is the set of edges (v; u) of the original graph G, with v in I, and u in U .Observe that, in a sense, a vertex u 2 U may be \dupliated" many times. That is, if the vertexu has d inoming edges, it appear in d di�erent verties xv;u .Let Av = nx(v;u) j u 2 NG(v)o. The disjoint partition of V1 that is provided as input for themultiple set-over problem is V1 = Sv2V Av.The set V2 is set to V2  UT (the set of terminals that are still uninformed).We now de�ne the edge set E of the graph BI;U(V1;V2; E). There is an edge between a vertexx(v;u) to a vertex w 2 UT if there is a direted path of length at most b� from v to w in G(U). SeeFigure 1 for an illustration.Lemma 3.3 The multiple set-over instane B admits a solution S� � V1 suh that val(S�) � b�.7
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Figure 1: An example of the appliation of the multiple set-over problem. The terminals e and h aredepited by yles around the verties. It is easy to see that for the graph G, b� = 4. The disjointpartition of the vertex set V into I [ U that is obtained after one round is I = fs; yg and U = V n I.This partition indues the bipartite graph BI;U that is depited on the right side. For example, thevertex xs;a is onneted to h as the distane between a and h in the graph G(U) indued by U is3 � b�. In ontrast, the respetive distane of h from d is greater than b�. Consequently, there is noedge between xy;d and h in the bipartite graph BI;U .Proof: Let T � be the optimum direted multiast arboresene with respet to the soure s andthe set T of terminals. Note that the maximum degree of a vertex in T � is at most b�. For everyw 2 UT let v = v(w) be the last vertex in the path from s to w in T � that belongs to I. Observethat this vertex is well-de�ned as the path starts with s 2 I and ends in w 2 U . Let u = u(w) bethe next vertex in the path. Observe that v = par(u) (v is the parent of u in T �) and u 2 U .Proedure Dist Dom forms the solution S� for the instane BI;U of the multiple set-overproblem in the following way. For every w 2 UT , add the vertex x(par(u(w));u(w)) into the solutionS�. We laim that S� is a feasible solution for the instane B of PI;U with value val(S�) � b�. To seethat, �rst observe that the multiast value of T � is at most b�. It follows that dist(u; w; T �) � b�.Next, by de�nition of v(w), the path from u(w) to w is fully ontained in G(U). Hene, byde�nition, dist(u; w;G(U)) � b� and the edge (x(v;u(w)); w) is in E . Thus, the set S� is a feasiblesolution for the instane B of the multiple set-over problem.Next, we show that val(S�) � b�.Consider jS� \ Avj for some informed vertex v 2 I. Observe that by onstrution, x(v;u) 2 S�if and only if u is a hild of v in T �.It follows that jS�\Avj � deg(v; T �). Finally, deg(v; T �) � maxfdeg(z; T �) j z 2 V (T �)g � b�.Thus for every v 2 I, jS� \ Avj � deg(v; T �) � b�;as required. Lemma 3.3 follows diretly from the above disussion.Now, assume that we ompute the instane BI;U of the multiple set-over instane of I andU as desribed above. By Theorem 3.2 there exists a polynomial-time log k + 1-approximationalgorithm for the multiple set-over problem. By this theorem and Lemma 3.3 the algorithmreturns a solution D for the multiple set-over problem with value O(b� log k).If xv;u is hosen into the over, we say that the vertex u is assigned to the vertex v. Observethat it may happen that several verties xv1;u; xv2;u; : : : are in the multiple set-over solution. Inthis ase it is enough to assign u to one of the vi.8



Lemma 3.4 maxv2V1 jD \ Avj = O(log k) � b�.Proof: Follows diretly from the above disussion.Lemma 3.5 Proedure Dist Dom �nds in polynomial time shedule of length O(log k � b�) roundsfor PI;U .Proof: Sine the set over D has value val(D) = O(b� log k), it follows that eah vertex v 2 I isassigned to jD \ Avj = O(b� log k) neighbors of v in U . Thus, the busy shedule an inform allthe verties in D \ Av in at most O(b� log k) rounds. One all the verties of D are informed, weobserve that the goal of the PI;U problem has been aomplished; Indeed, as the set D overs V2 inBI;U , it follows from the de�nition of the edge set E of BI;U that eah vertex in UT is of distaneat most b� from some vertex in D.3.3 Proedure Final: Using D to send the message to the set UTWe desribe Proedure Final that ends the shedule. We start with a pk degree-depth partition(I; U) and elaborate on the following task: how to send the message from I to UT using as smallnumber of rounds as possible. The algorithm has two phases. The �rst phase applies ProedureDist Dom. The seond phase de�nes a olletion of arboresenes in the graph G(U) indued byU and uses this olletion in order to inform the terminals of UT .For simpliity, we are �rst going to desribe a solution for phase 2 that uses a olletion ofnot neessarily disjoint arboresenes. Later, we explain a �x that allows to maintain the usefulproperties of the de�ned arboresenes, while onverting the olletion of arboresenes into avertex-disjoint olletion.Proedure Final1. Run Proedure Dist Dom to ompute the PI;U instane of U and I and ts approximatesolution D.2. Phase 1: Every v suh that D \ Av 6= ; sends the message in an arbitrary order to allthe verties in fu j xv;u 2 D \ Avg (namely, all the verties u assigned to v by ProedureDist Dom).3. Assignment Phase: An assignment of the terminals UT is performed by the followingproedure alled Proedure Assign:Proedure Assign(a) Initialize all the verties of UT nD as \unassigned".(b) While there is an unassigned vertex in UT nD do:i. Let u be a vertex in D so that there exists an unassigned vertex w; w 2 UT nDso that dist(u; w;G(U)) � b�.ii. For all z 2 UT nD so that dist(u; z; G(U)) � b�, set  (z) = u and delare that zis assigned. 9



4. Phase 2: Let u be a vertex that has been assigned to at least one vertex of UT nD. LetTu be the shortest path arboresene leading from u 2 D to Wu = fw j u =  (w)g in thegraph indued by U . Let J be the olletion of all arboresenes for all the di�erent vertiesu./* Observe that we are using a non-disjoint olletion of arboresenes. The arboresenesTu are all omputed over the same graph G(U) and are not edge or vertex disjoint. */Use the busy shedule to broadast over J .The following laim applies.Claim 3.6 Phase 1 requires O(log k) � b� rounds.Proof: By Lemma 3.5 number of rounds for the �rst phase of the shedule is bounded by:maxv2V1 jD \ Avj � O(log k) � b�.We now onsider some of the properties of the olletion of trees J onstruted in Phase 2.Claim 3.7 The maximum depth of a tree in J is at most b�.Proof: By the de�nition of E and PI;U , for every w, w 2 UT there exists a path of length b� from (w) to w 2 UT . Thus, if u =  (w) then by de�nition, dist(u; w;G(U)) � b�.Thus, the arboresenes Tu 2 J as de�ned in phase 2 of the shedule have depth at most b�.In addition, by the properties of the pk partition, the number of leaves in Tu is at most pk(as otherwise more than pk of the UT verties are reahable from u via a path of length at mostb�).As the arboresenes are not vertex disjoint, the broadasting task on one arboresene mayonit with the broadasting task on other arboresenes (sine a single vertex is not allowed tosend the message to two neighbors in the same round). It therefore follows that in the way Phase2 is desribed now, the busy shedule may use too many rounds to inform the verties of STu.The following hange is used to form a vertex-disjoint olletion of arboresenes out of the jungleJ . De�ne a level for every vertex in every arboresene in J . The root u of the arboresene Tu isat level 0 and the level of a non-root in Tu is one larger than the level of its parent. For simpliity,we say that every root u has a parent at level �1. For every v appearing in several arboresenes,let par�(v) be the parent of v in one of the arboresenes, so that the level of par�(v) is minimumamong the level of all the other parents of v in all other arboresenes. De�ne a olletion Fof arboresenes by taking the direted graph indued by the edges (par�(v); v) (the edges goingfrom par�(v) into v). Note that some verties of U n T may beome leaves (namely, have nohildren). Suh verties are disarded. Moreover, we disard every vertex that has no terminalsin its sub-arboresene in F .Claim 3.8 The above de�nition hanges the olletion of arboresenes J into a forest F = fT 0wg,namely, into a olletion of vertex disjoint arboresenes.Proof: Observe that a unique parent par�(v) is de�ned for eah vertex v. The edges (par�(v); v)annot indue a direted yle as the level of par�(v) is smaller than the level of v (thus ifwe onstrut a path following (par(v); v) edges, the level of the end-vertex of the path keeps10



inreasing.) Also, a yle annot exist even in the orresponding undireted graph (resulting byignoring the diretions) as this will require a vertex with in-degree 2 in the graph indued by(par�(v); v). Thus, F is a olletion of arboresenes. It also follows that the arboresenes arevertex-disjoint. Indeed, the onstruted graph is a graph indued by a olletion of edges andtherefore the forest ontains at most one opy of every vertex.Claim 3.91. Every arboresene T 0w in F is rooted by some w 2 U that is also a root in J .2. The depth of every arboresene in F is at most b�.3. The number of leaves in every T 0w in F is at most b�.Proof: We �rst show by indution on the level of v in J that the level of v in F is no larger thanthe minimum level of v in over all arboresenes in J . The base ase is with v = u for some Tunamely, v is a root of some Tu. In this ase, the vertex u has both minimum level 0 in J and level0 in F .For the indution step: if v is not a root in some tree in J , let par�(v) be the minimum levelparent of v over all the arboresenes (ontaining v) in F . Let Tu be the respetive arboresene.By the indution hypothesis, the level of par�(v) did not inrease in F ompared to its level inthis spei� arboresene Tu (in fat the level of par�(v) in F is at most the minimum level ofpar�(v) in J ). Reall, that par�(v) is the lowest level parent v has in J . Thus, the level of v inF is at most the minimum level of v in J .We dedue from this that the depth of eah T 0w 2 F is at most b�; indeed, the depth of T 0wequals the level of the deepest leaf ` in T 0w. The level of ` in T 0w is at most the minimum level of `in J whih in turn by Claim 3.7 is at most b�.In addition, the root of every arboresene must be a root in J as well; indeed, a vertex thatdoes not appear as a root in J is assigned (by de�nition) some parent.Finally, observe that every arboresene T 0w in F is still a arboresene in G(U). Thus, suhan arboresene an not ontain more than b� leaves, for otherwise more than b� terminals are ofdistane b� or less from w in T 0w.Claim 3.10 There exists a proedure that aepts as input a pk degree-depth partition (U; I) andoutputs a shedule with O(log k � b�) + 2pk rounds that informs UT . Furthermore, this proedurerequires polynomial time.Proof: By Claim 3.6 we are able to inform a distane b� dominating set of UT in O(log k) � b�rounds. In the seond phase, we use busy shedule over the modi�es forest F . By the propertiesof Claims 3.8 and Claim 3.9 and by Lemma 1.1 it follows that the task of informing UT an beompleted in pk + b� rounds. The laim follows.4 The multiast algorithm and its analysisIn this setion the piees are put together and a shedule with O(log k) � b� + 2 � pk rounds isonstruted. 11



4.1 The algorithmWe start with a formal desription of Proedure Multiast.Input: A graph G = (V;E), a set T of terminals and a soure s 2 V .Output: A shedule with O(log k) � b� + 2 � pk rounds.Proedure Multiast1. Invoke Proedure Comp� Par to onstrut (I; U; Roots).2. Use a shortest path arboresene T leading from s to Roots. Form a busy shedule thatsends the message from s to Roots.3. For u 2 Roots, let Tu be the arboresene as de�ned in Line 3b in Proedure Comp� Par.Every vertex u 2 Roots broadasts over Tu (in parallel) using the busy shedule.4. Use Proedure Dist Dome to inform a distane�b� dominating set D of UT .5. Use Proedure Final to inform UT .It is easy to see that the total running time for omputing the shedule is ~O(jEj � jV j) due tothe omputation of the pk�bad verties in Line 3 of Proedure Comp � Par. In partiular the[CK04℄ algorithm is a simple greedy algorithm whose running time is smaller than O(jEj � jV j).Combining this and Claim 2.4, Claim 3.6 and Claim 3.10, we get:Theorem 4.1 The minimum time direted telephone multiast problem admits a (log k;pk) ratioO(jEj � jV j) time approximation algorithm4.2 Appliations and extensionsThe postal model: Essentially the same algorithm gives the same result for the more generalpostal model. We need to use weighted shortest paths and not the breadth �rst searh trees.In addition, reall that a vertex v is only busy for �(v) time units. Hene v \an handle" �=�messages in � time units. Therefore, we use pk=�(v) height trees with at most pk=�(v) leaves.The arguments that prove the desired approximation guarantee are essentially idential.The ase of large b� and large k. Consider the speial ase of the direted multiast problemunder the restrition that k = �(n�) for some onstant � > 0, and b� � pk= logn. The ratio derivedis O(logn). We observe that this ratio is the best possible, up to onstants, unless P = NP .To show this, onsider a variant of the redution of [F01℄ that an be desribed as follows: theredution is from the set-over problem, with G(V1; V2; E). The goal is to hoose a minimum sizesubset of V1 that overs V2. We may assume that jV1j = jV2j. The redution direts the edges fromV1 to V2, and adds a soure s onneted to all of V1. Without loss of generality, we may assumethat the number of verties assigned in the over to every v1 2 V1 is negligible with respet to thesize of the minimum set-over (one way to do it is to take many disjoint opies of G). In addition,set T = V2. It follows that the only eÆient way to inform V2 is to broadast the message to asmall set-over of V2 and from there to V2. 12



Thus, the problem redues to the minimum size set-over problem. Let n = jV1j + jV2j. Notethat k = n=2. We an make k = �(n�) for example by adding enough opies of the V1 verties(this learly does not redue the broadast time). The size of the instane is inreased but thise�ets only the onstants in the approximation ratio.The direted Steiner poise problem: Essentially the same algorithm that we used for themultiast problem provides a similar approximation ratio for the direted Steiner poise problem.Let h� and d� be the depth and degree in the optimal tree.Claim 4.2 The direted Steiner poise problem admits an (O(log k);pk +O(1)) approximation.Proof: We may assume that h� and d� are known. We start the onstrution by onstruting thearboresene leading to Roots as desribed in Line 1 in Proedure Multiast. This arboresenehas maximum out-degree pk + 2 and maximum depth h� (we use h� here and not b�). We\extend" this arboresene by onatenating to its leaves the arboresenes fTug de�ned in Line3a in Proedure Comp � Par. This adds b� to the depth and the maximum out-degree remainspk + 2. Let I be the set of verties that appear in the tree onstruted so far, and let U = V n I.It follows that (I; U) is a pk degree-depth partition.In an almost idential laim to Claim 3.5 we show that it is possible to extend the arboresenewith a new olletion of additional verties D, so that every vertex in U nD is at distane at mosth� from D in G(U). The addition of the new verties will inrease the out-degree in the sheduleto maxfpk + 2; O(logk) � d�g and the depth by 1 (see Lemma 3.5). Finally, omposing thearboresenes of F as de�ned in Subsetion 3.3 over the urrent arboresene, does not add to themaximum out-degree, but adds at most h� to the depth.Remark: Observe that the depth of the arboresene is at most O(h�). Thus our algorithmgives a biriteria arboresene that approximates the depth up to O(1) and the maximum out-degree up to (O(logk);pk + 2).Disussion and open problems: The main question that remains open is either to devise alogarithmi approximation algorithm for the direted multiast problem or to prove that no suhan algorithm exists (unless P = NP ). To the best of our knowledge, even the seemingly simplerproblem of �nding a minimum out-degree Steiner arboresene (with no restrition on the depth)is not known to have a logarithmi ratio approximation. In fat, the [F01℄ redution implies alogn lower bound for this Steiner degree minimization problem. This should be ontrasted withthe minimum degree Spanning tree arboresene problem that admits an O(logn) approximationin polynomial time [FR90℄ and a O(logn) additive approximation in nO(log n) time [KR01℄.Moreover, even if the radius of G (with respet to the root s) is onstant, no logarithmiapproximation algorithm is known for the direted Steiner degree minimization problem. Observethat the [F01℄ onstrution uses a graph of radius 2 whih implies a logn lower bound for thisvariant. We suspet that the situation is worse even for radius at least 3. Spei�ally, we suspetthat unless P = NP , no polynomial time logarithmi ratio approximation algorithm exists for thedireted minimum degree Steiner arboresene problem, even if the problem is restrited to thespeial ase of the root s having radius 3. 13
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